Network data has emerged as an active research area in statistics. Much of the focus of ongoing research has been on static networks that represent a single snapshot or aggregated historical data unchanging over time. However, most networks result from temporally-evolving systems that exhibit intrinsic dynamic behavior. Monitoring such temporally-varying networks to detect anomalous changes has applications in both social and physical sciences. In this work, we perform an evaluation study of summary statistics for anomaly detection in temporallyevolving networks by incorporating principles from statistical process monitoring. In contrast to previous studies, we deliberately incorporate temporal auto-correlation in our study. Other considerations in our comprehensive assessment include types and duration of anomaly, model type, and sparsity in temporally-evolving networks. We conclude that summary statistics can be valuable tools for network monitoring and often perform better than more complicated statistics.
Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed an explosion of data in the form of networks, representing important systems in various fields, e.g., physical infrastructure [Huberman and Adamic, 1999; Pagani and Aiello, 2013] , social interaction [Milgram, 1967; Adamic and Glance, 2005] , and biological systems [Bassett and Bullmore, 2006; Lynall et al., 2010] . Consequently, statistical modeling and analysis have become fundamental tools for studying physical and virtual networked systems, and are poised to become even more critical in the near future.
Traditionally, most research has focused on static modeling of networks, in which either a single snapshot or aggregated historical data of a system are available. However, usually networks result from time-evolving systems that exhibit intrinsic dynamic behavior. For example, often the relationships between members of a social network evolve over time due to finding new friends, collaborating with new colleagues, moving to another department, etc. Recent studies have focused on analyzing dynamic networks where a network is represented by a statistical/probabilistic model that is adaptively updated over time. However, many of these models have been developed on the premise that a system either is stationary or has smooth dynamics, and it does not experience abrupt changes.
In applications, the occurrence of sudden large changes and shocks in time-varying networks is very common. For example, resignation of a key employee or occurrence of a conflict in an organization may cause a significant change in the professional network of the employees. As another example, the occurrence of a change in the communications network of a terrorist group may indicate a high possibility of a terrorist attack that could be prevented if the change is detected quickly. Similarly, significant changes in the brain connectome network [Xia et al., 2013] of an better understand what types of anomalies can be detected, the network monitoring methods were applied to data generated from two popular latent variable models: the dynamic latent space model (DLSM) [Sewell and Chen, 2015] and the dynamic degree-corrected stochastic block model (DD-CSBM) [Wilson et al., 2016; Matias and Miele, 2017] . Brief overviews of these models are given in Section 3. We reiterate that no model fitting occurred and models were only used to generate data of temporally-evolving networks. A performance evaluation of network monitoring methods on summary statistics is accomplished using a comprehensive simulation study. Settings for the simulation study as well as planted anomalies is discussed in in Section 4. Lastly, we summarize our findings and discuss future work in Section 5.
Summary Statistics and Network Monitoring Methods
For anomaly detection, we discuss which statistics are monitored and methods by which to monitor these select statistics. The summary statistics calculated from network data and interpretations of such quantities in a network are described in Section 2.1. How common techniques used in statistical process monitoring is applied to network data is described in Section 2.2. Threshold decisions for the selected monitoring approaches are further discussed in Evaluation of monitoring approaches is discussed in Section 4.
Summary Statistics
We first define our mathematical notation. Let n represent the number of nodes in a network at time t, where t evolves discretely until time T . Let Y t represent an adjacency matrix at time t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } and y ijt represent an edge weight at time t between nodes i and j, for i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Density is defined as the sum of edges in a network divided by its total number of possible edges at time t. For n nodes, the total number of possible edges is n 2 = n(n−1) 2 , and for Y t , the sum of all edges at time t is n i=1 n j=1;j =i y ijt . If we let W t represent density at time t, then W t = 2 n(n − 1) n i=1 n j=1;j =i y ijt .
Density is considered to be a global measure of a network; a measure that describes the entire network.
A local measure of a network might summarize individual nodes, such as degree. Let D it represent the degree of node i within a network at time t. In a directed network, D it = n j=1 (y ijt + y jit ); D it is the sum of in-and out-degrees within directed networks. For undirected networks, degree divides D it in half. To form a global measure from the local node degrees, maximum degree is often reported. Let D t represent the maximum degree of a network at time t;
For this paper, we monitor network density, maximum degree, and two linear combinations of density and maximum degree, denoted M − t and M + t . We define M − t and M + t as follows:
We compare the effectiveness of monitoring W t , D t , M − t , and M + t to detect anomalies relative to each other and a scan statistic, S * t , that was proposed by Priebe et al. [2005] . Calculations for S * t result over moving windows of size m (e.g., m=20) over time t (t ∈ {2m + 1, ..., T }) and are based on the size of local neighborhoods of each node i. Neighborhoods within a network at time t are determined from a pre-specified order k, e.g., k = {0, 1, 2} in that each neighborhood i (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}) is the set of all nodes (and edges between them) within k edges of node i. Thus, the size of an order k neighborhood is the number of edges contained in that neighborhood. Let O (k) i,t denote the size of an order k neighborhood of i and time t. Note, when k = 0, the size of an order 0 neighborhood is equivalent to degree. The calculated scan statistic for order k with moving window m involves a 2-step process on the sizes of order k = {0, 1, 2} neighborhoods [Zhao et al., 2018a] . We represent scan statistics based on order k as S * (k) t , for k = {0, 1, 2} and define S * t = max{S * (0) t , S * (1) t , S * (2) t } when reporting results. We now overview this 2-step process as is explained in Zhao et al. [2018a] summarizing the work of Priebe et al. [2005] . First step is to standardize O (k) i,t using a previous window of size m. That is, the first standardization of O * (k) i,t with t > m is calculated by 
Finally, monitoring scan statistics, S * k t , begins at time t = 2m+1 since the first 2m windows are needed to start the procedure. For more details on S * k t , see both Priebe et al. [2005] and Zhao et al. [2018a] . Table 1 provides a list of statistics that we study in this paper for network monitoring. We chose these statistics for their simplicity, popularity, flexibility, and relative meaning in dynamic networks. For example, network densities over time are easy to calculate and have the potential to reveal both global or local changes in networks. Globally, several nodes may increase or decrease communication (even slightly) over set time(s) in a network, and locally, a few nodes may significantly increase or decrease communication. Both such global and local changes could be reflected in changes of network densities. Note, "communication", refers to the number or weight of edges in nodes. Similarly, maximum degree may capture global and local changes based on all or a set node behaviors. By combining measures of degree and density, e.g., with "Difference" (M − t ) and "Sum" (M + t ) statistics, there is additional opportunity to capture global and/or local changes in networks. For example, with binary networks where y ijt ∈ {0, 1}), we know D t ≤ n and D t /n ≤ 1.
When M − t values are high (close to 1) there is large discrepancy between network density and the average node degree. This would suggest that individual nodes may be highly connected with other nodes (local behavior), while the overall communication of other nodes is scarce (global behavior). Finally, the scan statistic S * t is popular and well-cited, thus it makes sense to ground our analyses of four summary statistics by the scan statistic, S * t . However, the scan statistic is harder to calculate than the other statistics that we study. Furthermore, for large-scale networks (e.g., social media) and real-time monitoring, computing the scan statistic can be computationally expensive and/or infeasible. Thus, in addition to comparing the effectiveness of five common network summaries, we may form opinions on the trade-offs between complex and simple monitoring approaches.
Name (at time t) Notation
Density 
Network Monitoring Methods
Statistical process monitoring is a well-studied area, but applying these techniques to network data is not straight forward; e.g., how to set monitoring limits is unclear for network data. The general network monitoring approaches are discussed in Section 2.2 while considerations for control limits are further discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The summary statistics calculated are monitored in two ways. One way utilizes a control chart described in Algorithm 1, and the other utilizes a moving window approach over-viewed in Algorithm 2. In the first approach, there are three main steps.
Step one, establish T 1 , the number of time-points required to determine baseline behavior of a network. We refer to data from t = 1 through t = T 1 as Phase I data, where network snapshots are assumed to have no anomalies. Next, after establishing Phase I data, appropriate control limits, i.e., thresholds for acceptable nonanomalous behavior, must be determined. Third, established control limits from Phase I data are applied to remaining time-points, called Phase II data, in order to detect any anomalies or atypical behavior.
Similar to the first approach, the second approach has three main steps. First, a moving window approach requires a window length, m, to be set, e.g. 20 time-points. Specifically for the scan statistic, in addition to the first set of m time-points, yet another set of m time-points is needed to start the method. Second, a threshold must be determined for acceptable behavior. Third, the remaining moving windows of length m are observed using that threshold. In both approaches, whether or not an anomaly occurred is recorded using A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A T −T 1 } such that A t = 1 when an anomaly is detected and 0 otherwise. We exemplify general monitoring approaches on M − t and S * t in Figure 1 . From Figure 1 (a), we observe control limits, CL =μ ± qσ, are calculated using Phase I data, and likewise from Figure 1 (b) , we see the monitoring process begin at time 41 when using window size m = 20 with an acceptable threshold for the scan statistic. In this illustration, both methods signal around time-point 60.
anomaly is detected at time t and 0 otherwise. 1: Set number of time-points for Phase I data, T 1 . Data from Phase I is assumed to be nonanomalous. 2: Use Phase I data to determine control limits for a Shewhart individuals control chart. Control limits (CL) are of the form: CL =μ ± qσ. 3: For t in (T 1 + 1) : T { For a summary statistic at time t, denoted x t , record if an anomaly occurred or not using:
} END Algorithm 2 General Monitoring Approach for S * t . Input: Temporally-evolving network data. Output: A = {A T 1 +1 , A T 1 +2 , . . . , A T } where A t = 1 if anomaly is detected at time t and 0 otherwise. 1: Determine the length of moving window, i.e. set number of time-points for a window, m. 2: Use 2m windows for starting the scan method. First set of m windows is for maximizing across nodes. Second set of m windows is for maximizing across time. 3: Set threshold, q, to determine if an anomaly occurred or not, where q ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}. 4: For t in (T 1 + 1) : T { For scan statistic at time t, denoted S * t , record if an anomaly occurred or not using: t where control limits are calculated using Phase I data, and plot (b) shows a moving window approach on S * t using a pre-determined threshold. In this illustration, both methods signal around time-point 60.
In the first monitoring approach, Shewhart individual control charts are utilized for a majority of our summary statistics. In any control chart, a statistic is observed over time with control limits indicating acceptable behavior of that statistic. Since the network data are correlated snapshots over time, control limits should be adjusted for such correlation. Control limits of a Shewhart individuals control chart are x ± (3M R)/d 2 where d 2 is an anti-biasing constant and set to 1.13; and M R is a moving range, for a process {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } so that M R == |x i − x i−1 | (i > 1) [Montgomery, 2007] . However, in the context of network data, these control limits may not directly apply. For example, using 3σ limits ( 3 standard deviations above or below the mean) is common practice when the quantity monitored follows the normal distribution. Alas, the statistics we monitor here for networks may not be governed by normal distributions. In Section 2.2.1, we assess whether the standard deviation of our summary statistics are appropriately measured using M R/d 2 , and in Section 2.2.2, we evaluate the utility of applying 3 times the standard deviation as control limits.
Measuring Standard Deviation of Summary Statistics
To determine how to appropriately measure the standard deviation of our summary statistics, we compare the standard M R/d 2 , i.e., moving range average (AMR), with two other alternatives. First alternative is rather than the average of the moving ranges is to use the median of the moving ranges, moving range median (MMR). Second alternative is using a correlated data calculation for standard Box et al., 2008] . These three measures of standard deviation are compared by the number of false alarms above the upper control limit,μ + q ·σ, whereμ = x, q ∈ [2, 4], andσ is s for SD, M R/d 2 for AMR, and median of M R values scaled by d 2 for MMR. Results of 200 simulations using Phase I data with 100 nodes, T 1 = 50 time-periods for comparing metrics, and data generated from two common network models: the Dynamic Latent Space Model (DSLM) and the Dynamic Degree-Corrected Stochastic Block Model (DDCSBM). Details on models and model settings are described later in Section 3. Figure 2 shows four examples of false alarm rates with Figures 2 (a) and (b) from a DLSM count setting using E[W t ] at 3% and at 18% respectively and with Figures 2 (c) and (d) from a DDCSBM count setting using φ at 0.10 and at 0.95. As seen in the figures below, false alarm rates from control limits using SD and AMR perform similarly (solid and dashed lines in Figure 2 ), but MMR has a larger number of false alarms when looking between 2 to 4 standard deviations above the mean (dotted lines in Figure 2 ). Thus, to account for the correlation in monitoring dynamic network statistics and to attain the smallest false alarm rates, the SD calculation is used asσ in control limits. 
Determining Appropriate Thresholds
We ascertain if 3σ limits are appropriate in addition to suitable thresholds for monitoring the scan statistic, S * t . When monitoring the averages of batches via a ShewhartX chart and conditioning on Phase I data, there are several approaches to determine appropriate control limits [Jardim et al., 2019] . Similar principles from theX chart can be used in our context for summary statistics. In general, we aim to fix the conditional false alarm probability for a statistic x t such that P r(x t > µ+qσ) = p. When monitoring the scan statistic, the method signals when the scan statistic is above a threshold [Priebe et al., 2005] . The threshold recommended by Priebe et al. [2005] is 5, while in Zhao et al. [2018a] the authors showed via simulation study that perhaps lowering such threshold with a tolerable amount of false alarms can improve the performance of the scan statistic. For the scan statistic, we have the conditional false alarm probability as P r(x t > q) = p. Ultimately, p is determined by the practitioner, but in this work, we settle on p = 0.03. After calculating x, using the correlated standard deviation s, and setting p, we must calibrate an appropriate q.
There are several ways to calibrate an appropriate q in thresholds of network monitoring. One option is if x t reasonably follows a normal distribution (or some other well-known distribution), then q can be set using one-tail probabilities of the normal distribution, p. However, this method can lead to errors when the normality (or standard distribution) assumption fails to hold. Another option is empirically obtaining false alarm rates, the number of signals for data with no anomalies. False alarm rates can be calculated from Phase I data or generated Phase II data with no anomalies. In practice, one does not know whether there is any anomaly in Phase II, and therefore only Phase I data should be used for calibrating q. However, there can be a difference between nominal false alarm rates (calibrated using Phase I data) and actual false alarm rates (resulting from Phase II data) in this approach. This happens due to sampling variation as the distribution of Phase II data, even when non-anomalous, is unlikely to be an exact replicate of Phase I data. In our case, we used synthetic network data for performance assessment. Therefore, established control limits from Phase I data can be applied in Phase II data. Since data is generated, the conditional false alarm probability can be controlled to be exactly the same in Phase II data. This allows an exact calibration of false alarm rates in Phase II, which therefore allows us to accurately compare the anomaly detection performance of the various summary statistics and the scan statistic of [Priebe et al., 2005] .
To determine if summary statistics relatively follow a normal distribution, empirical false alarm rates were compared to that of an upper tail of a standard normal distribution, P r(Z > q). Here, false alarm rates are calculated using Phase II data with the same conditional false alarm probability as Phase I. Specifically in a Shewhart individuals control chart, the number of times x t exceeds x + qs is recorded, and for the scan statistic, the number of times x t exceeds q. Calibrating q is determined empirically using false alarm rates across varying correlation and sparsity. Correlation is denoted using φ and sparsity is average density denoted using E[W t ]. Further details on models, model settings, and correlation and sparsity are discussed in Sections 2 and 4. An example in binary DLSM and DDCSBM settings is shown for monitoring the scan statistic in Figure 3 . As can be seen in Figure 3 , false alarm rates are generally double or triple that of the upper tail of a standard normal distribution for the scan statistic when varying the threshold of q between [2, 4]. False alarm rates tended to increase as correlation increases in the binary DLSM setting. 
In general, there is less of a pattern between correlation and false alarm rates as well as sparsity and false alarm rates in the DDCSBM setting. In the DLSM setting, higher correlation tends to increase false alarm rates when monitoring these methods, while varying correlation and sparsity has little effect in the DDCSBM setting. Hence, p = 0.03 is used as our false alarm threshold to accommodate those statistics which do not follow a normal distribution and have higher false alarm rates than an upper one-sided tail of a standard normal distribution. Then, q is calibrated from empirical false alarm rates as close as possible to p = 0.03.
Statistical Models for Temporally Evolving Networks
Our methods for anomaly detection do not rely on a parametric model, and thus, we neither have to estimate parameters of such a model nor determine if parameter estimates had changed significantly. We highlight this advantage of model-free to parametric based methods by generating dynamic network data from two popular latent variable models. Kim et al. [2018] reviewed several latent variable models including latent space models and stochastic block models in both static and dynamic versions. Specifically, we focus on particular formulations of a dynamic latent space model (DLSM) and dynamic degree-corrected stochastic block models (DDCSBM).
Dynamic Latent Space Model
Use of latent space models relies on defining a space of latent positions using either pairwise distances or projections [Kim et al., 2018] . Hoff et al. [2002] introduced both a distance based and projection based latent space model using Bayesian inference for parameter estimation via MCMC. The idea here is that the probability of forming an edge between nodes i and j depends on the latent positions z i and z j . For example, z i and z j being relatively close together (via a distance metric) in the latent space suggests a higher probability of an edge between nodes i and j in the network. Hence, edges are conditionally independent given the latent positions. We focus on the formulation of Sewell and Chen [2015] who extended ideas of Hoff et al. [2002] to a dynamic version of a latent space model.
We now provide an overview of the DLSM in Sewell and Chen [2015] and more details can be found in their paper. Let Y t be an adjacency matrix at time t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } such that y ijt = 1 when there is an edge between nodes i and j and 0 otherwise. Let X t be a matrix of latent positions (X it = (x it1 , x it2 ) for node i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) at time t. For ease in plotting and visualizations, twodimensional coordinates are used. The probability of an edge between nodes i and j is given by:
The parameters β IN and β OU T are global (system-scale) network characteristics describing popularity and social activity respectively. If β IN > β OU T in a directed network, then this suggests the receiver is more important while the opposite scenario suggests the sender is more important. The radii in r = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n ), are node specific characteristic describing the radius of communication in the latent space such that the radii sum to 1, i.e., n i=1 r i = 1. One can imagine these radii are like a scaled degree of a node. The pairwise distance between latent positions of nodes i and j is denoted as d ijt = dist(X it , X jt ), and the spread of the latent positions are controlled by σ 2 .
In order to generate data from this model, we use the prior distribution on latent positions to get X 1:T and subsequently d ijt and set values for the remaining parameters, β IN , β OU T , r, and σ 2 . The original prior in Sewell and Chen [2015] is N (0 T , τ 2 I 2 ) for the initial network and N (X i(t−1) , σ 2 I 2 ) for all subsequent networks. Hence, a priori, latent positions may move around the space according to some random jump (dictated by τ 2 or σ 2 ). For meaningful networks, the variances of the latent positions must be quite small in order to achieve reasonable edge probabilities. We demonstrate how latent positions move a priori in Figure 4 using T = 100, σ 2 = 0.0003 and 5 clusters (defined by both color and shape). Latent positions are plotted at times t = 2, 36, 58, and 100. As time increases, we observe a spread of latent positions from the initial tight clusters. Perhaps intermixing of clusters is desired a priori, but the spread of latent positions has an effect on edge probabilities, p ijt . By increasing pairwise distances of the latent positions, d ijt , this decreases p ijt values over time, and in turn, decreases realizations of p ijt values via network density. An interpretation of Figure 4 is that people communicate less and less as they get older, which may not make practical sense. Thus, generating latent positions from this distribution is a concern due to the spread in latent positions. Our solution is to scale the spread of the latent positions, σ 2 , using a time series model, in particular, a vector auto-regression of order 1 (VAR(1)) model. Consider the following VAR(1) model:
such that |φ| < 1 and ǫ t+1 ∼ N ((0, 0) T , σ 2 I 2 ). Thus, a VAR(1) prior on latent positions has the following form:
We compare the network densities from the original prior to a VAR(1) prior when n = 100, T = 100, β IN = β OU T = 1, r = {1/n}, φ = 0.3, and σ 2 = 0.0003 in Figure 5 . Network density is plotted over time, and we observe a decay in density using the original prior whereas density using a VAR(1) prior is within a reasonable range around an average density of 11%. Thus, using a VAR(1) prior appears able to control the spread of the latent positions a priori over time. By default, the model is setup as a binary network, but we can make the following modification for a count network: [Sewell and Chen, 2016] . Default settings of parameters in the simulation study include
. An outline of the data generation from a DLSM is provided in Algorithm 3 below.
Dynamic degree-corrected stochastic block model
Stochastic block models (SBM), on the other hand, utilize a latent community (block) assignment to assign edge probabilities [Snijders and Nowicki, 1997] . That is, edge probabilities within a community should differ from edge probabilities between communities. Matias and Miele [2017] extended an SBM model to a dynamic version which highlights evolving community memberships over time as well as any desired probability density measure on edge probabilities. A general issue with SBMs is when degree is heterogeneous among nodes [Karrer and Newman, 2011] . A tendency to group high degree nodes together and low degree nodes together forms, which may not be appropriate community assignments. Karrer and Newman [2011] developed a degree-corrected version of an SBM (DCSBM). Wilson et al. [2016] discussed a dynamic version of a DCSBM utilizing parameters to describe a propensity for a node to communicate. The DDCSBM model we use to generate data from adapts the dynamic SBM of Matias and Miele [2017] to include degree heterogeneity and the dynamic DCSBM of Wilson et al. [2016] to include correlation over time in the propensities. Ultimately, we use a model that allows for movement within community assignment, degree heterogeneity, and correlation among propensities to communicate over time.
We now provide an overview of the adapted DDCSBM used for data generation. Let Y t represent an adjacency matrix at time t for t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }. Let K represent the number of communities and the probability of an edge between nodes i and j is defined by:
Algorithm 3 Data Generation from a DLSM.
1: Set n, T , φ, σ 2 , β IN , β OU T , r and choose binary or count network. 2: Generate latent positions, X 1:T , using φ and σ 2 .
• Set number of clusters and draw means for each cluster using N (0, (2/n) 2 I 2 ).
• Assign cluster labels to n nodes.
• Generate X 1 by drawing from a normal distribution with assigned cluster mean and variance σ 2 I.
• Generate X 2:T using X t = φ · X t−1 + N (0, σ 2 ). Note: For stationarity, generate an additional T latent positions and keep last T draws.
3: Calculate pairwise distances of latent positions.
, and for all subsequent networks, community assignments can transition with probability π K×K , where [Wilson et al., 2016] . A low propensity to communicate suggests the degree of that node will be relatively low. Parameter ω K×K is community structure matrix such that ω Z it Z jt ∈ (0, 1) and diag(ω) are all distinct values. As noted in Matias and Miele [2017] , if any intra-community communication values are the same, then distinguishing those communities remains unidentifiable. Community assignments affect propensities in the following way. Propensities of communication for a given community must be rescaled by the average propensity to preserve community structure. That is, if nodes transition between communities, then corresponding θ it will be rescaled as will the average propensity for those communities at time t. We specify the following "white noise" process to incorporate correlation. First, θ * i0 ∼ U (−1, 1) for all nodes i. Next,
The reason for using a constant φ · θ * i0 in Equation 3 rather than a more traditional AR(1), i.e., φ · θ * i(t−1) , is that we want propensities to stay within a reasonable range of their starting value as |φ| → 1. After transformation when using an AR(1) model, we have the mean of the series as 1 with variance of (1 − φ) 2 σ 2 ǫ /(1 − φ 2 ). An issue is regardless of the starting value of a propensity, the AR(1) process tends toward the mean of 1 (after transformation). This implies, if θ * i0 = −0.75 and δ = 0.98 so that θ i0 = δ · θ * i0 + 1 = 0.265, then an AR(1) process with φ = 0.90 for θ i settles around 1 rather than around θ i0 = 0.265. We illustrate this tendency toward the mean of the process in Figure 6 using θ i0 = 0.265 and δ = 0.98 at a relatively low and high correlation, φ = 0.30, 0.90. In Figure 6 , we contrast an AR(1) model with our "white noise" model given in 3 using the same ǫ values for both processes. Thus, low or high propensity to communicate nodes would be washed out if using a traditional AR(1) model. Therefore, scaling a "white noise" type process introduces a different kind of correlation based on the initial starting value of a propensity as can be seen in Figure 3 . The default edge type is counts for the DDCSBM, but for any threshold, b ∈ N, we can turn edge counts into a binary network. In this work, we use b = 1 to obtain a binary network such that Three communities are chosen rather than two for some additional variation, θ it ∈ [0.02, 1.98] are rescaled within each community by the average propensity of each community respectively, relatively low transition rates to other communities are selected for π, and lastly, intra-communication was chosen to be much higher than inter-communications to help identify communities [Matias and Miele, 2017 ]. An outline of the data generation from a DDCSBM is provided in Algorithm 4 below. Lastly, notation used to generate data from dynamic networks is summarized in Table 2 below.
Algorithm 4 Data Generation from a DDCSBM.
1: Set n, T , K, φ, δ, ω, and π, and choose a binary or count network. 2: Generate latent community assignments using K and π.
• Sample initial latent community assignments,
3: Generate propensities to communicate, Θ, using φ and δ.
• 
Performance Evaluation of Monitoring Methods
Based on data generated from models explained in Section 3, we conduct a comprehensive simulation study to evaluate the performances of monitoring network density, maximum degree, linear combinations of maximum degree and network density, as well as the scan statistic. A simulation study may allow for better understanding of evaluation of network monitoring approaches and types of changes detectable in dynamic network data. Performance evaluation is accomplished as follows. First, temporally-evolving network data is generated according to simulation study settings discussed in 4.1. Second, general network monitoring approaches are applied to such network data as was discussed in Section 2.2. Last, metrics for evaluating network monitoring output is elaborated on in Section 4.2. To help facilitate understanding of performance evaluation output, effects of varying correlation and sparsity is briefly in Section 4.3.
In our simulation study, we considered two types of anomalies: anomalies in edge probabilities and expected degree. All Monte Carlo simulations were performed using 100 nodes (n = 100) and 110 time-points (T = 110). For each type of anomaly, simulations were performed 200 times. Out of the 110 time-points, we set T 1 = 50, the first 50 time-points, as Phase I data where no anomalies are embedded. The latter 60 time-points (t > 51) are used as Phase II data with embedded anomalies in edge probabilities or expected degree for some duration. Performance evaluation from each type of anomaly is discussed respectively in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
Simulation Study Settings
To evaluate performances of summary statistics, temporally-evolving network data is simulated. Average density is fixed at 11%, E[W t ] = 0.11, when varying φ in order to mimic realistic network densities of application data. Likewise, φ is fixed at 0.5 when varying E[W t ] so that correlation across time is not too high nor too low. Duration of anomaly or change point length (CPL) represents consecutive time periods in which some kind of anomaly occurs, typically ranging from 5 time-points to 25 time-points throughout the study. Both binary and count network types are compared in DLSM and DDCSBM settings.
In all our scenarios, negative correlation, e.g., φ = −0.5, is not included. When exploring negative correlation in the context of dynamic networks, we found similar results with summary statistics on data generated using negative correlation. While performance is similar, the interpretation of such network differs. In general, rather than nodes moving closer together or increasing the chance of a connection (form an edge), negative correlation suggests nodes may move farther apart or experience a decrease in the chance of a connection. For many brain studies and resulting dynamic networks applied on brain activity, correlation plays a big role in relating a behavior and the type of connections formed in the network [Hidalgo et al., 2009; Zabelina and Andrews-Hanna, 2016] . In both application data examples of Hidalgo et al. [2009] and Zabelina and Andrews-Hanna [2016] on brain activity, negatively correlated activities in the brain tend to decrease the prevalence of a behavior or task.
For all simulations, we use the model settings described at the end of Sections 3.1 and 3.2. However, in order to achieve desired average densities, we must scale parameter(s) in network models using a scalar, a ℓ . A subscript ℓ is used to distinguish between a binary (ℓ = 1) and count (ℓ = 2) network. We chose to scale parameters σ 2 in a DLSM and ω in a DDCSBM. Specific settings for a ℓ σ 2 in a DLSM and a ℓ ω in DDCSBM are provided for ease of replicating results in our simulation study. When varying φ and controlling average network density at around 11%, in a DLSM, a 1 = 0.00014 and a 2 = 0.00042 for a ℓ σ 2 , and in a DDCSBM, a 1 = 0.16 and a 2 = 0.17 for a ℓ · ω. When varying E[W t ] and fixing φ = 0.5, specific settings of a ℓ to appropriately scale σ 2 and ω are given in Table 3 
Performance Evaluation Metrics
Using the above mentioned settings, network data is generated and network monitoring approaches are applied as discussed in Section 2.2. For each Monte Carlo simulation, output of network monitoring approaches is a binary stream output, A. Performance evaluation of output from network monitoring approaches is accomplished using two measures. One such measure is detection rate (DR), which is a binary measure of whether or not an anomaly was detected at all. If an anomaly is detected that outcome is assigned a 1 and 0 otherwise. DR provides a sense of the ability of a network monitoring approach to find anomalies. To further quantify this ability, a second measure utilized is AUC calculations from ROCs. In this context, we take advantage of confusion matrices. True labels of a confusion matrix are the time periods (t) within the duration of an anomaly, and predicted labels are alarms found from signals of network monitoring approaches. In a resulting ROC curve, both the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) must range from [0,1]. Thus, we vary q from -6 to 6, i.e., q ∈ [−6, 6], in control limits CL =μ + qσ and threshold q for the scan statistic to achieve desired FPR and TPR in [0, 1]. In essence, AUC measures the number of times an anomaly is detectable. For both DR and AUC, these are calculated in each Monte Carlo simulation and later averaged over all Monte Carlo simulations.
Effects of Correlation and Sparsity on Summary Statistics
We explore the effect of correlation ( 
Performance Evaluation with Anomalies in Edge Probabilities
We design a set of simulations to ultimately affect network density by manipulating p ijt (edge probabilities) in simulated network data. Such manipulation is accomplished via an odds ratio, denoted OR. For a DLSM, y ijt ∼ Bern(p ijt ). Hence, for a given OR, we compare p 0 = p ijt and
. Thus, as OR increases, so does C ijt . For a DDCSBM, y ijt ∼ Pois(p ijt ). Since p ijt is a rate, we directly compare p ijt and OR · p ijt . Such anomaly suggests a group of nodes all of a sudden increase (or decrease) communication. Specific scenarios are described in An example using N = 33 nodes and OR change from 1 to 4 is shown in a binary DLSM and DDCSBM in Figure 7 with φ = 0.5, E[W t ] = 0.11, and settings mentioned in 4. Shewhart control charts for this example are plotted for M − t and M + t with Phase I data as t ≤ 50 in Figure  7 . The solid red line indicates the mean from Phase I, the dashed red lines indicate q standard deviations above or below the mean, the gray line separates Phase I and Phase II, and the blue dashed lines indicate the beginning and ending of the CPL. The number of standard deviations above the mean was determined by controlling the false alarm rates in the non-anomalous empirical data for p = 0.03 and φ = 0.5. It is difficult to find meaningful changes to lower the odds ratio in DLSM setting since manipulating p ijt (edge probabilities) closer to 0 appears to be affected by the randomness of latent positions. That is, the closer two latent positions are, the higher the edge probability becomes. It could be the case that two latent positions are so close together, that even scaling such edge probability yields a p ijt > 0.2. Thus, only scenarios increasing the odds ratio are considered.
Results of 200 simulations with n = 100, T = 110, and CP L = 5, 10, or 15 are summarized below in Tables 5 -8 using DR and in Appendix A.3 Tables 18 -21 using AUC. The method which detects the planted anomaly best are in bold. Since anomalies planted affect edge probability (and ultimately density), it would be natural for W t to detect this change the best. Results are explained first by model and network type settings and then across trends in CPL, correlation, and sparsity. In binary DLSM settings, the best performer in detection rates in the medium shift size vary between D t , M − t , and M + t , while W t performs best in the large shift size. In nearly all count DLSM settings, W t , D t , M − t , and M + t all detect perfectly with a DR of 1. The worst performer tends to be S * t in DLSM settings, but DR of monitoring the scan statistic does well in count DLSM settings with a large shift size. In DDCSBM settings, the best performer is almost always W t , which we would expect since the anomaly affected edge probabilities. In count DDCSBM settings, M + t does best, and in the large shift size, S * t also has a perfect detection rate. The shorter the duration, higher the correlation, and higher in sparsity, the worse most methods do in detecting an anomaly. These trends are observed more so in binary DLSM settings. From count to binary DDCSBM settings, recall, count data is transformed into binary using y * ijt = 1 if y ijt ≥ 1. In some cases, performances are better in count settings, but not in others. There is some loss of information that is either easier to capture or more difficult to capture [Zhao et al., 2018b] .
We make note the design of S * is to detect if a change occurred rather than the number of times said change occurred [Priebe et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2018a] . That is, when monitoring the scan statistic, the method is expected to signal at least once if any anomaly occurred. In AUC results reported in Tables 18 -21 in Appendix A.3, the detection amount is mainly best in M − t and M + t in DLSM settings while W t does detect best in DDCSBM settings. The worst performer, as might be expected, is S * t across all settings with a decrease in AUC of about 10% to 40% compared to other summary statistics. Across duration of anomaly (CPL) and correlation (φ), there is little difference in AUC values. However, sparsity (E[W t ]) has some effect since the sparser the network, the more difficult it could be to detect an anomaly. 
Settings
Binary Count The above scenarios concentrated on sustained anomalies in network density, and we compare such an anomaly with one that gradually increases network density over the duration of the anomaly or CPL. In the next set of scenarios, the odds ratio is gradually increased from 1 to 12 in a DLSM network and from 1 to 3.5 in a DDCSBM network for a sub-network of 39 nodes. CPL varies from 15, 20, to 25 with 20 as a standard duration of anomaly.
DR results are reported in Tables 9 and 10 below with AUC results in Tables 22 and 23 in Appendix A.3. Best performers are in bold, and in cases with a gradual change in the odds ratio, we see W t , D t , M − t , and M + t all nearly detecting this embedded anomaly well. The scan statistic detects less so in binary cases and rather well in count settings. AUC Results from Tables 22 and 23 in Appendix A.3 are fairly similar from the sustained versions above. Therefore, between sustained and gradual changes, monitoring M + t does fairly best in most DLSM settings while monitoring W t still detects best in DDCSBM settings in detecting (DR) and detecting well (AUC). 
Binary Count 
Performance Evaluation with Anomalies in Expected Degree
In attempts to manipulate maximum degree, we target effects of parameters in a DLSM and DDCSBM related to degree(s) of a node(s), which mainly affects expected degree. Such parameters are r i in a DLSM, which represents a radius of communication in the latent space for node i that indirectly affects degree, and θ it in a DDCSBM, which represents a propensity for node i to communicate at time t that directly affects degree. Recall, propensities of communication are a degree-correction for the stochastic block model. First note is having radii in a DLSM time dependent neither drastically changes nor improves model fitting as discussed by Sewell and Chen [2015] . Second note is that correlation via time in a DLSM is incorporated via latent positions and not r i , whereas, correlation via time for a DDCSBM is carried by degree parameters, Θ. By manipulating degree parameters directly in a DDCSBM model, we cannot simply change the value of θ i at anomalous time points. Rather, θ it is multiplied by some constant, C, throughout the anomalous time period. Let N denotes number of nodes affected by a given change. An example using N = 15 with r i = 0.04(C) is shown in a count DLSM in Figure 8 with φ = 0.5, E[W t ] = 0.11, and settings mentioned in 4. In Figure 8 , the N = 15 affected nodes are enlarged and colored red with only the associated edges to and from those nodes displayed in red as well. A slight increase in communication among the N = 15 nodes can be viewed during an anomalous time within the change point interval. Note that not each time in the change point interval will have those nodes affected with high degree. Shewhart control charts for this example are plotted for W t and D t with Phase I data as t ≤ 50 in Figure 9 . In this example, the network density signals some with a decrease in network density in the DLSM setting, Figure 9 Results of 200 simulations with n = 100, T = 110, and CP L = 5, 10, or 15 are summarized below in Tables 12 -15 using DR and in Appendix A.4 Tables 18 -21 using AUC. The best performing statistic is in bold. Since anomalies planted affect expected degree (and desirably maximum degree), a natural best performing statistic would be D t . As with anomalies in edge probabilities, results are explained first by model and network type settings and then across trends in CPL, correlation, and sparsity. In nearly all of DLSM and DDCSBM settings, M − t has the highest detection rates. In the medium shift size count DLSM settings, D t and M + t detect just as well. In medium shift size DDCSBM settings, D t , M − t , and M + t all detect perfectly with a DR of 1, detection rates across the board in the large shift size tend to be lower than the medium shift size. The worst performer in all scenarios is W t , with the highest DR of 35%. The second worst performer is S * t , but it performs especially well in a count DLSM with a longer CPL and count DDCSBM with a medium shift size. There is noticeably less effect from duration, correlation, and sparsity for most statistics. However, the scan statistic appears to be detect better with a longer CPL in DLSM settings. In general, most methods outside of W t have high detection rates when planting an anomaly in expected degree. Unlike in the case where anomalies are embedded in edge probabilities, DR in DDCSBM count settings is better. This suggests the loss of information is slightly more difficult to capture in binary DDCSBM settings.
In AUC results reported in Tables 24 -27 in Appendix A.4, the detection amount is mainly best in M − t and D t in both DLSM and DDCSBM settings. The worst performer is W t with second worst being S * t across all settings. In general W t and S * t suffer about a 30% to 60% loss in AUC compared to other summary statistics. Across duration of anomaly (CPL) and correlation (φ), there is little difference in AUC values. It appears to be difficult to detect an anomaly when there is less communication (greater sparsity) in the network. For AUC values, DLSM count settings tend to have lower AUC than in DLSM binary settings. This suggests that a change in radius of communication is not as easy to detect in count settings. Table 12 : DR for DLSM from r i = 0.1 to r i = 0.020(B); 0.04 (C) for N = 15.
Settings
Binary Count Table 13 : DR for DLSM from r i = 0.1 to r i = 0.015 (B); 0.0225 (C) for N = 35.
Binary Count Table 14 : DR for DDCSBM from C = 1 to C = 2.25 in C · Θ for N = 15.
Binary Count Table 15 : DR for DDCSBM from C = 1 to C = 1.75 in C · Θ for N = 35.
Binary Count As before in anomalies within edge probabilities, we compare sustained changes in expected degree to a gradual increase of expected degree over the duration of the anomaly (CPL). In the last set of scenarios, r i is increased from r i = 1/n to 4/n in DLSM setting and C is increased from C = 1 to 5 in a DDCSBM setting. CPL varies from 15, 20, to 25 with 20 as a standard duration of anomaly.
DR results are reported in Tables 16 and 17 below with AUC results in Tables 28 and 29 in Appendix A.4. Similar to the sustained change case, M − t and D t detect this change the best in DLSM settings. However, D t , M − t , and M + t all detect perfectly with a DR of 1 in DDCSBM settings. The worst performance is in W t , and scan statistics detect poorly in DLSM settings than in DDCSBM settings. One reason S * t might be performing poorly is because of window contamination as discussed in Zhao et al. [2018b] . Since the same subset of nodes are increasing slowly in expected degree, this effect is already captured in a given window and subsequent moving windows. Thus, the standardization process will have already included the anomaly, which makes detecting a gradual change much more difficult. In DDCSBM settings, the same possible window contamination does not affect detection rates as in DLSM settings. AUC results are in Tables 28  and 29 in Appendix A.4. The best performer in AUC is M − t for targeting anomalies that are aimed to affect maximum degree. As seen in the sustained case in DLSM settings, changes in radii are not as sensitive in count networks. In some instances, AUC increases, but in others, it decreases. For DDCSBM settings, count networks tend to have higher AUC than in binary networks, which suggests the loss of information in binary networks makes the change slightly harder to detect. 
Binary Count 1, 5] in C · Θ for N = 20. 
Settings Binary Count
CPL φ E[W t ] W t D t M − t M + t S * t W t D t M − t M + t S *
Overall summary of results
In the light of the results from our performance evaluation study, we make the following general observations.
1. Summary statistics like network density, maximum degree, and their linear combinations can be valuable and effective monitoring tools for detecting anomalous changes in time-evolving networks. In particular, such summary statistics can be much more powerful and accurate than more complicated and computationally expensive monitoring techniques like the scan statistic of [Priebe et al., 2005] . This remarkable fact is demonstrated throughout our study and establishes the value of summary statistics in network monitoring.
2. Network density (W t ) is effective in detecting changes in the odds ratio (Tables 5-10) , but ineffective in detecting changes in individual node behavior (Tables 12-17 ). This is consistent with what one would expect, as changes in individual node behavior do not significantly affect the overall network density.
3. Maximum degree (D t ) is effective in detecting changes in individual node behavior (Tables  12-17) , which is expected. In addition, maximum degree is also effective in detecting changes in odds ratio (Tables 5-10) , often performing close to or better than network density. This makes maximum degree a versatile summary statistic for network monitoring.
4. The linear combinations (M − t and M + t ) can combine the strengths of network density and maximum degree. For example, when the anomaly reflects an increase in the odds ratio, there is an increase in both network density and maximum degree. In such cases, the detection rates of M + t are often higher than maximum degree (Tables 5-10 ). Furthermore, when the anomaly consists of change in individual node behavior, the detection rates of M − t and M + t are much higher than networ k density (Tables 12-17) .
5. Another way to combine the strengths of network density and maximum degree would be to consider (W t ,D t ) as a bivariate summary statistic and employ bivariate process monitoring methods. To accomplish this, we need to consider the covariance between W t and D t and update the calibration ofx, s, and q accordingly to construct bivariate control limits. This seems to be a very promising approach that we plan to explore in future work.
Conclusion
Anomaly detection in temporally-evolving networks is an active area of research, but often times, subject to a specific network model. In this work, we explore network monitoring approaches on calculated summary statistics using a comprehensive simulation study. Performance evaluations of summary statistics, density, maximum degree, and linear combinations of density and maximum degree, are compared to that of the scan statistic. To introduce interesting complexities, common temporally-evolving network models, DLSMs and DDCSBMs, were tweaked to incorporate correlation over time. This correlation better models phenomena in time-varying networks as opposed to independent snapshots over time.
In evaluating performance, metrics such as detection rates and area under a receiver-operating curve suggest that simple, relatively easy-to-compute summary statistics outperform the more sophisticated, difficult-to-implement method of the scan statistic. Albeit, the measures of success analyzed may not be best suited for documenting the advantages of a scan statistic, the scan statistic is, by construct, vulnerable to missing gradual changes in networks, i.e., window contamination. Also, the types of planted anomalies in our simulations resulted from intentional changes in edge probabilities and expected degree. Specifically, adjustments were made to the odds ratios of edge probabilities and model parameters governing expected degree. While W t performs better to detect anomalies resulting from changes in edge probabilities, W t performed the worst with anomalies concerning expected degree. Maximum degree (D t ), however, does fairly well in both scenarios, yet linear combinations of W t and D t , M − t and M + t , perform the best in both scenarios. The summarize, this paper demonstrates that monitoring summary statistics has clear advantages. They are simple to calculate, easy to interpret, and able to catch several types of anomalies. That is, based on results from a detailed simulation study, summary statistics showed effective in detecting anomalies under varying conditions pertaining to the following: anomaly duration, correlation, sparsity, network types, and network models. Admittingly, summary statistics will not catch some anomalies that do not impact the statistics directly; e.g., extreme-node-switching, where two nodes that have, say, the maximum degree and minimum degrees in a network at time t, swap at time t + 1. To catch such an anomaly would require detailed modeling efforts, whereas the model-free approach presented here with summary statistics saves time and fosters consistency across efforts in detecting anomalies. However, we might improve the effectiveness of summary statistic by considering multivariate, rather than univariate analytic approaches; i.e., at time t, assessing density (W t ), maximum degree (D t ), difference (M − t ), and/or sum (M + t ) jointly. In future work, advancing univariate methods to multivariate methods should be considered. Results of 200 simulations with n = 100, T = 110, and CP L = 5, 10, or 15 are summarized in Tables 18 -21 using AUC. The method which detects the embedded anomaly best are in bold. Table 21 : AUC for DDCSBM with 72 Anomalous Nodes and OR from 1 to 1.5.
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Settings
Binary Count Results of 200 simulations with with n = 100, T = 110, and CP L = 5, 10, or 15 are summarized in Tables 24 -27 using AUC.   Table 24 : AUC for DLSM from r i = 0.1 to r i = 0.020(B); 0.04 (C) for N = 15.
Binary Count Table 25 : AUC for DLSM from r i = 0.1 to r i = 0.015 (B); 0.0225 (C) for N = 35. Table 26 : AUC for DDCSBM from C = 1 to C = 2.25 in C · Θ for N = 15. Table 27 : AUC for DDCSBM from C = 1 to C = 1.75 in C · Θ for N = 35. Results using AUC are shown in Tables 28 and 29 below for a gradual change in expected degree. Table 28 : AUC for DLSM from r i ∈ [1/n, 4/n] for N = 20.
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